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• Food policy trends and consumer reactions 
• Surveys and reflections 
• What it all means? Take-aways for educators 

and advocates 
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Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food policy trendsFrom Ketchup is a vegetable to Pizza is a vegetable… Pink slimeGov has a role to play in improving the environment – seat belts, smoking and school meals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trends:ACA:  menu labeling, community benefits, prevention fundHHFKA:  too many to name but school foods – meals and snacks, CACFP, wellness policies, water, Community Eligibility Farm Bill: Community Food ProjectsFood Insecurity Nutr Incentive grants ($75M so far) Many millions in SNAP ed and training, senior nutrition programs, more Stronger SNAP retail standardsESSA:  Emphasis on While Child; state and local opportunities



Menu Labeling 

U.S. Consumers Want Menu Labeling  
Several surveys have found that a large number 
of consumers want and use menu labeling when 
it is available, and a variety of restaurant, movie 
theater, convenience store, and supermarket 
chains already are successfully providing calorie 
information. 

 
RWJF Comments to FDA, July 2017  



Parents favor nutrition standards 
for all food sold to students 



The majority of parents are 
concerned with the state of children’s 

health and childhood obesity 





National Polling Over Time 
Key Findings 

• Over last decade, public and policy maker 
awareness that policies impact obesity has 
increased significantly  

• Attribution of obesity/diabetes more of a 
combination of personal behavior and 
policy/environment – not just personal 

• Divide between D’s and R’s not as extreme 
• Overall, D’s and R’s AGREE that policy makes a 

difference in health and obesity 



National Polling Over Time 
Key Findings (cont’d) 

• Divide shows itself in specific policies 
• Across board, both parties view policies to 

promote, enhance, strengthen as positive 
(building sidewalks, healthy food incentives) 

• Words like Ban, Tax, Restrict met with less 
support mainly with R’s 

• Policy makers and people - consistent 



• Tracks opinions on food policy among registered 
voters and Opinion Leader Shoppers (politically 
aware, socially active, primary shoppers) 

• 4th survey (‘10, ‘10, ‘12, ‘16); recent one 
conducted Sept. 2016 

• 684 Opinion Leader Shoppers 

 

2016 Food Temperance Survey in 
America  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-political behaviors––involvement with a cause or issue–advocate for an issue–



“While food policy approaches differ between 
Democrats and Republicans, there has been a 
significant shift since 2010 in Opinion Leader 
Shoppers’ thinking about who holds the 
primary responsibility for making the right 
food choices to stay healthy and avoid 
obesity.” 

#1 Take Away 



Who holds primary responsibility 
for healthy choices  



Individuals still #1; Gov’t #2  



Is it all about HOW you ask the 
question? 
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What does it mean for 
educators/advocates? 

• Policy and environment matter 
• Defend and protect the gains 
• Highlight successes & build the evidence base 
• Communicate-story telling through data 
• Policy maker engagement: FB, Twitter, face-to-

face  
• Messaging is key 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The government has been running on a continuing resolution that funds government agencies at 2016 levels. That funding mechanism expires on April 28. Unless Congress approves a budget, or agrees on another short-term continuing resolution, money would run out for a number of poverty programs, including school lunches, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families and possibly food stamps. The spigot also would be turned off for other federal grants, including those that fund mental health and environmental programsThe 16-day shutdown of October 2013 was prompted by Republican demands that a budget bill strip funding for Planned Parenthood and the Affordable Care Act.The latest shutdown threat is based on similar issues.Conservative Republicans want again to defund Planned Parenthood. President Donald Trump has suggested the budget bill not include money for ACA payments that subsidize health insurance co-payments and deductibles for low-income people – payments the health insurance industry says are a priority to keep insurers in state ACA exchanges.Since Republicans hold only 52 seats in the Senate, any legislation defunding CPB would either need at least eight Democratic/independent votes to reach a filibuster-proof supermajority Created by the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, reconciliation allows for expedited consideration of certain tax, spending, and debt limit legislation.  In the Senate, reconciliation bills aren’t subject to filibuster and the scope of amendments is limited, giving this process real advantages for enacting controversial budget and tax measures.  This paper addresses some frequently asked questions about reconciliation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Strengthening connections with families, communities, and organizations is the most important preventive approach.” Jack Saul, Trauma Expert



Tracy Fox, MPH, RD 
President, Food, Nutrition & Policy Consultants, LLC 

Culver, IN 
tracy@foodnutritionpolicy.com 

@TracyFoxRD 

Thank You! 



The Importance of Societal Factors 
on Influencing and Impacting 

Consumer Habits and Behaviors 
Susan Finn, PhD, RDN, FADA 

Principal, Finn/Parks & Associates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am pleased to be here today to celebrate your first 50 years. I remember my very first meeting SNE meeting in the mid 70s. I was on a panel talking about the role dietitians play in industry. I was scared to death! This was early on in my career when I was Director of Nutrition Services for what was then called Ross Laboratories and is now Abbott Nutrition. Today, however, I’m not scared at all! I feel right at home and I’m looking forward to speaking with you.��SNE was founded at a very exciting time in the history of the nutrition profession. It was a time when we had to convince people that nutrition was important for their health and well-being. Decades just keep moving forward – and fast!  Over the past 50 years, I been engaged with the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. As with SNEB, now is also an exciting time for the Academy, which is celebrating its 100th anniversary this year. It all began in 1917 in Cleveland, Ohio. Note I was not there at that beginning! In 2028, ASN will celebrate its 100th anniversary, and in 2068, SNEB will be entering its second century. �In the early years, faculty and public health professionals from UC Berkeley were instrumental in moving SNEB forward. I fondly remember and continue to admire pioneers like: Bea Marks who educated us about the potato and the importance of engaging with industry. Joan Gussow from Columbia University who believed so strongly in preparing students in the field on nutrition education. Rod Leonard whose weekly nutrition policy newsletter was a must read.And, of course, the prolific author Ron Deutch and his classic book Nuts Among the Berries, which unmasked food and nutrition quackery and helped us to see the extremes in nutrition practice �We have made progress on many issues over the past 50 years – such as sustainability, responsible marketing, shaping food policy, nutrition education for physicians, and more. Many of these issues are still with us today.  Sometimes, as I review the agenda at meetings I attend, I see that we have been talking about the same issues for years. Maybe you see this as well. But keep in mind these issues have evolved and require solutions that suit the times. I learned a long time ago from my work in the public and private sectors that challenges or obstacles present opportunities. As Henry Ford said, “Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes off your goal. The issues that Tracy and I are addressing today aren’t all new, but we hope that we can help you see them though a different lens that will help you continue to achieve Society goals into your next 50 years.



Today’s Goals 

• Highlight societal issues and changes that impact 
nutrition education and behavior 

• Provide my views on communication strategies to 
address them 

• Facilitate discussion among attendees regarding 
personal experiences and solutions that remove 
barriers and create opportunities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My goals today are to:Highlight societal issues and changes that impact nutrition education and behavior. Provide my views on communication strategies to address them.Facilitate discussion among attendees regarding personal experiences and solutions that remove barriers and create opportunities. �



Societal Trends: Challenges or 
Opportunities 
• Demographic shifts 
• Complexity in the marketplace 
• Confusion about science 
• Erosion of authority 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to focus on four societal trends that greatly impact our future:Demographic shifts Complexity in the marketplaceConfusion about scienceErosion of authorityYou are aware that these trends are real. You can’t change most of them. But I believe you can understand them and turn them into opportunities. That's what a leader does, and that’s what is required for nutrition educators to succeed. As educators, we want people to follow our guidance, so we must present our message in an impactful way. It’s like President Dwight Eisenhower said, "Leadership is the art of getting someone else to do something you want done because he wants to do it." Let’s look at a few important societal trends.�



Demographic Shifts 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Millennials – the largest generational group in the US – have major influence on nutrition educators. In 2016, there were 79.8 million people age 18 to 35. Much has been written about what influences millennials and what they believe in. For example, sustainability and the environment are driving force behind food selection. They value causes and advocate for them. They work for organizations that care about things they care about. They are willing to spend more on some foods if they believe they are healthier for the planet and their bodies and pets.  Millennials were considered the first “global” generation, but as more of the world comes online, Gen Z-ers will become even more global in their thinking and interactions. Gen Z-ers have a carefully tuned radar for being sold to. Winning Gen Z’s attention, will mean engaging them with immediately beneficial experiences.  By 2030, when the first baby boomers reach 84, the number of Americans over 65 will have grown by 75% to 69 million. That means more than 20% of the population will be over 65, compared with only 13% today. Gen X-ers are right behind the Boomers. They will start turning 65 in 2030.  More than 60% of people over age 65 live with one or more chronic diseases; that rises to 70% by age 80. Chronic diseases like the ones we see among seniors – diabetes, osteoporosis, sarcopenia, heart and lung disease, and some cancers – are the single biggest driver of health care costs. And we’ve long known that nutrition is key element in preventing and treating chronic disease.  I think the complex demographics of our population – whether you’re looking at the whole country, your state or just your own community –  clearly demonstrate that one size does not fit all. Your messages must be tailored to meet the needs of your target audience. And as nutrition professionals, we must ensure that our organizations give voice to appropriate demographic groups when forming policies and recommendations.



Complexity of the Marketplace 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the challenges that comes with working in the field of nutrition today is negotiating the complex balance between what we know now and where we must expand that knowledge base to embrace new areas. Let me share with you one way the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is approaching this challenge as it heads into its second century. Early on, dietitians focused their efforts on hospital patients. Today, hospitals – which are still a vital area for us (3/4 of membership) – are just one facet of our scope of practice. If we want to grow we must look at future marketplaces. These arcs describe where we are  The first arc portrays where the Academy is now. The second arc depicts the Academy’s strategic path into its 2nd century and identifies areas where we need to educate our members. �To reach these additional audiences we must build strong partnerships with allies that can help reach new and emerging markets with solid information. We can’t get there alone! We don’t have all the expertise, nor do we have the capacity.



Confusion About Science 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumers and professionals alike are confused by today’s barrage of nutrition-related messages. According to a recent survey by the International Food Information Council. The clear majority of consumers – eight in 10 (78 percent) – say that they encounter a lot of conflicting information about what to eat or avoid. They want positive guidance on what they should be doing, not about what they shouldn’t. More than half of those surveyed said the conflicting information makes them doubt the choices they make. I have been working for the past few years with an organization that is trying to help consumers understand food labels. A survey commissioned by Elanco’s Enough Movement found that 80% of 3,337 consumers in 11 countries (Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the USA) looked to food labels and food claims on labels as a major source of food information, yet the majority admitted they often don’t understand the terms on the labels. For example, they want so called “natural” foods, but don’t  what that term means. Confusion abounds.
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The more data we 
collect, the more 
falsity grows. The 
haystack gets bigger 
and what we’re 
looking for - the 
needle - is buried 
deep. 
 

-David Brooks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Brooks, a political and cultural commentator who writes for The New York Times puts put this information glut in perspective when he noted more data creates bigger haystacks. As we acquire more data, we find more correlations. Although we know that correlation is not causation, few consumers understand the difference. At times, “sexy” correlations can sidetrack even us when we are trying to understand a situation. The bottom line is: The more data we collect, the more falsity grows. The haystack gets bigger and what we’re looking for – the needle – is buried deep.



Social Media Activity 
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70 million 
monthly US 

users in Q1 of 
2017 

 
7% increase 

over 2016 

1.94 billion 
worldwide users 
in March 2017 

 
 

18% increase 
over 2016 

167 billion 
monthly 
searches 

worldwide 

300 hours of 
video 

uploaded 
every minutes 

 
Almost 5 billion 

videos 
watched daily 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s no wonder when you look at the amount of activity on social media platforms: Twitter: 70 million monthly U.S. users in Q1 of 2017. 7% increase over 2016Facebook: 1.94 billion worldwide users in March 2017. 18% increase over 2016Google: 167 billion monthly searches worldwide YouTube: 300 hours of video uploaded every minute; almost 5 billion videos watched every day�No doubt you are engaged with social media, too. But are you making an impact? That is the key. I believe messages can have more impact when they are delivered collectively and represent a viewpoint.



Erosion of Authority 
While the internet has allowed more 
people to access more information 
than ever before, it also has given 
them the illusion of knowledge when 
in fact they are drowning in data and 
cherry picking what they choose to 
read. 
-Thomas M. Nichols, The Death of 
Expertise 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been a lot of buzz lately about the erosion of authority in our society. Author Thomas M. Nichols calls it “the death of expertise.”  He explains that “while the internet has allowed more people to access more information than ever before, it also has given them the illusion of knowledge when in fact they are drowning in data and cherry picking what they choose to read.”  Nichols notes in this bombardment of data, confirmation bias abounds. It becomes easy to look for information that confirms what we already believe and dismiss data that challenges those beliefs.



Societal Trends: Challenges and 
Opportunities 
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• Demographic shifts 
• Complexity in the marketplace 
• Confusion about science 
• Erosion of authority 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve captured only a few of the forces shaping our society, but I think I’ve singled out what is especially significant to you as nutrition educators. I’m sure you encounter more – some more difficult than others to deal with.  Situations like these present both challenges and opportunities for us.  �We know that people are engaged. Whether they agree with us or not, they know that nutrition is important. We need to build on this awareness movement.



Recommendations 

• Join forces with like-minded professionals and organizations 
• Communicate compelling messages and solutions through 

social media 
• Keep current with what’s happening in the marketplace 
• Try to understand others’ views and where they come from 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My recommendations are:  We must join forces with other like-minded professionals to help people understand that science is a process of discovery. As Dr. Ken Lee, director of Ohio States Food Innovation, says, “Science is not truth. Science is a conversation.” If we don’t communicate this, we’re not going to help people see that what they perceive as mixed messages and controversy is really the process of discovery. You are in a great position to lead this effort. Many of you are also members of ASN and the Academy. Why not Join forces with your colleagues to dig deep, expose the roots of confusion and distrust, and create a powerful educational movement to reverse attitudes toward science.How do we get people to understand science and its evolution over time? One way is by communicating compelling messages through social media especially when targeting millennials and generation Z-ers.My colleague and friend, Dr. Bernadine Healy, was especially talented at framing the information she wanted to communicate. Bernie was a CBS medical advisor and appeared on the network regularly. As she explained, “I tell them what we know, then I tell them what we don't know and why we don’t know it. Finally, I tell them what I do.” That approach begins the education process, puts forward the issues being investigated, and leaves people with a solution.We must keep current. Change is fast and dramatic. Mickey Drexler, the former CEO of J Crew, says if he had had any idea how fast the market would change in 10 years – especially around technology –  he might have done things differently. This is a guy who redefined the GAP and transformed J Crew into a household name. But the time came when he no longer understand the market and before he knew it, the tide had turned. We must move fast. Making plans is great, but It is actions that count. SNEB has little time to waste.I would be remiss if I didn't mention one other challenge that I know you will face in moving nutrition education forward. I left this point to last because it might be the biggest challenge and opportunity of all. This is reflected in Tracy’s presentation. People have biases that can be difficult for them to recognize, let alone set aside or change. Take care to understand their views and what those views are based on. Maybe it’s a group bias. Maybe they are negative and always look at the downside of everything. Maybe they listen only to voices that confirm their views. You can work through these biases, but it takes care and time. Let me give you an example.The last Farm Bill mandated a bipartisan commission composed of five Republicans and five Democrats. Right away, there were competing views and biases in this group. We worked more than two years and came up with recommendations that we all agreed upon. We were successful because we spent time together in meetings and socially. We respected and liked each other. VERY IMPORTANT!  We disagreed on some of the early drafts of the recommendations, but we worked through these disagreements by listening to and respecting our colleagues. I can’t stress enough the need for collegiality between parties who disagree with each other.Are there challenges ahead? Yes. But the opportunities have never been greater. So let’s go for it!�Now, I would like to hear from you. Tell me about your communication challenges/opportunities. What has worked for you? What hasn’t? What do you plan to try?



Discussion 
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Thank you! 
For more information, contact: 

susan.finn@outlook.com 
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